
RAMP UP  
THE RED 
PRIMARY 
LESSON PLAN

FIGHT
FOR EVERY
HEARTBEAT

Visit bhf.org.uk/red



This lesson aims to raise pupils’ awareness and understanding of the British Heart 
Foundation’s (BHF) Ramp up the Red campaign. Pupils need to understand that  
Ramp up the Red day is important because:

•	Coronary	heart	disease	(CHD)		is	the	UK’s	single	biggest	killer,	so	by	taking	part	in	Ramp	up	the	Red,	they	are		 	
	 helping	protect	the	hearts	of	those	they	love.

•		We	are	helping	mums,	dads	and	grandparents	affected	by	heart	disease	or	babies	born	with	heart	problems		
by	ramping	up	the	red	for	the	BHF	and	joining	the	fight	for	every	heartbeat.

•		The	BHF	is	the	single	biggest	independent	funder	of	cardiovascular	research	in	the	UK.	They	are	fighting	for	
everybody	who	suffers	with	a	heart	problem.	They	do	this	through	life-saving	research.	Research	that	has	already	
made	medical	history.

These	messages	need	to	be	put	across	during	the	lesson	in	a	way	appropriate	to	the	age	group	you	are	teaching.

Learning objectives
•		To	understand	that	being	physically	active	and	eating	healthily	are	some	of	the	main	ways	to	reduce	
the	risk	of		heart	disease	in	later	life.

•	To	know	that	heart	problems	can	affect	anyone	at	any	age.

Resources
•	Resource	sheet	1:	heart	image

•	Resource	sheet	2:	suggested	activities		 	
	 -		enough	cones,	hoops	and	bean	bags	for		
	 	 each	group

•		Resource	sheet	3:	teacher	prompt	–	
suggested	activity	ideas	

•		Resource	sheet	4a:	pupil	activity	record	sheet	
(KS1/SEN)	

•		Resource	sheet	4b:	pupil	activity	record	
sheet	(KS2)		
-	stop	watches	(1	for	each	group)

•		Resource	sheet	5:	‘Are	you	fit	for	it	or	a	couch	
potato?’	quiz	

(This	quiz	can	be	found	on	Page	22	of	the	BHF’s	
‘Get	kids	on	the	go’	booklet)

•		Website:	bhf.org.uk/cbhf	-	the	videos	for	the	
plenary	can	be	found	here.	This	is	a	useful	website	
for	additional	learning	outside	of	this	lesson	and	
can	be	used	as	an	extension	for	those	pupils	who	
wish	to	take	their	learning	further.

Curriculum links:  Key Stage 1, Science
•		2c	Pupils	should	be	taught	that	taking	exercise	and	
eating	the	right	types	and	amounts	of	food	help	
humans	to	keep	healthy.

Curriculum links: Key Stage 2, Science
•		2d	Pupils	should	be	taught	about	the	effect	of		
exercise	and	rest	on	heart	rate.

•		2h	Pupils	should	be	taught	about	the	importance		
of	exercise	for	good	health.

Curriculum links:  
Key Stage 1, Physical Education
•		4a	Pupils	should	be	taught	how	important	it	is	to		
be	physically	active.

•		4b	Pupils	should	be	taught	to	recognise	and	describe	
how	their	bodies	feel	during	different	activities.

Curriculum links:   
Key Stage 2, Physical Education
•		4c	Pupils	should	be	taught	why	physical	activity	is		
good	for	their	health	and	well-being.



MAIN TEACHING: KEEPING ACTIVE 15 MINS
Ask	children	how	we	could	keep	
our	hearts	healthy.	Make	a	list	of	
children’s	suggestions.	Ensure	
that		‘eating	healthily’,	reducing	
sedentary	behaviour	and	‘being	
active’	are	discussed.	Ask	children	if	
they	think	they	eat	healthily	or	are	
active	in	their	daily	life	and	share	
examples	of	doing	this.	

Tell	children	that	today	we	will	focus	
on	one	of	these	ways	to	maintain	a	
healthy	heart:	‘Being	active’.	

Ask	children	“what	changes	happen	
to	your	body	when	you	are	being	
physically	active?” (KS1 children may 
benefit from doing a quick activity 
together, e.g. 20 star jumps. 

They can then discuss how their 
bodies feel after carrying out this 
activity).	Discuss	the	tell-tale	signs	
to	include:

	 •	increased	body	warmth	

	 •	sweating

	 •	increased	heart	rate	

	 •	breathing	faster	than	normal

Using	the	IWB,	display	(one	at	
a	time)	a	list	of	activities	which	
could/could	not	increase	heart	rate	
(see	Resource	sheet	2:	suggested	
activities).	Have	numbers	0	to	
5	placed	around	the	room	in	
different	locations	(explain	that	5	
stands	for	‘highest	increase	in	heart	
rate’	and	0	stands	for	‘no	increase	in	

heart	rate’).	Display	each	activity	on	
the	IWB	and	ask	children	to	move	
around	the	room	and	stand	by	one	
of	the	numbers,	according	to	their	
opinion	of	the	displayed	activity.	
After	each	activity	has	been	
displayed,	encourage	children	
to	share	and	discuss	the	reasons	
for	their	choices.	Ensure	the	
children	understand	the	difference	
between	the	intensity	of	activity	
(sedentary,	moderate	and	vigorous)	
which	is	adequate	towards	the	
recommended	60	minutes	of	
moderate	to	vigorous	exercise	a	
day	guidance	(KS1 or SEN pupils 
could be given one activity to 
discuss in a small group).

Key questions
•	Which	activity	will	raise	your	heart	rate	the	most?

•	Which	activity	will	raise	your	heart	rate	the	least?

•	Why	do	you	think	this	is?

•		What	does	an	increase	in	heart	rate	mean	for	
your	body?

Refer to bhf.org.uk/prevention for a summary of things to do in order to maintain a 
healthy heart. 

STARTER: WHY KEEP OUR HEARTS HEALTHY? 10 MINS
Display	image	of	the	heart	(see	
Resource	sheet	1:	heart	image).	
See	whether	children	recognise	this	
image.	Ask	children	to	work	in	pairs	
to	write	a	list	of	relevant	words	
linked	to	this	image	(give	them	one	
minute	only).	Collate	words	and	
display	on	a	flip	chart/Interactive	
Whiteboard	(IWB).	Elicit	that	our	
heart	is	an	extremely	important	

organ	in	our	bodies.	(KS1 or SEN 
pupils may prefer to discuss their 
words rather than write them down).

Explain	to	the	children	that	as	part	
of	Ramp	up	the	Red	day,	we	are	
learning	about	keeping	our	heart	
healthy	in	order	to	prevent	illnesses	
such	as	CHD	(summarise this 
illness for children using language 
appropriate to their age group).	

Share	objectives	for	this	lesson	and	
discuss	relevance	to	Ramp	up	the	
Red	day.	Read	and	share	lesson	
aims	detailed	at	the	top	of	this	
lesson	plan	(these will need to be 
explained appropriately according 
to the age of the class being taught.	
Visit bhf.org.uk/red for further 
background information about the 
day itself).

Key Questions
•	What	are	two	things	we	can	do	to	help	to	keep	our	hearts	healthy?

1.	Eating	healthily	 2.	Being	active	(60	minutes	a	day)



PLENARY 10/15 MINS
Ask	children	to	discuss	the	outcome	of	their	activities	within	their	groups.	They	should	then	share	these	
outcomes	with	the	class.	

Use	the	website	bhf.org.uk/cbhf	to	show	children	a	variety	of	videos	to	do	with	physical	activity	(focus	on	the	
trampolining	and	karate	videos).	Discuss	the	variety	of	physical	activity	available	to	children	both	in	and	out	of	
school.	Pupils	who	need	an	extension	activity	could	visit	this	website	if	they	have	time.

Ask	the	children	if	they	can	think	of	other	activities	they	could	carry	out	which	would	not	require	the	use	of	the	
equipment	they	were	given	earlier.	Establish	that	it	is	not	necessary	to	use	specialised	equipment	to	be	physically	
active	and	that	all	they	need	is	some	imagination!	

Discuss	ways	in	which	children	could	raise	awareness	of	heart	health	in	their	community.	Could	they	come	up	with		
a	suggested	themed	day	like	Ramp	up	the	Red	for	2015,	which	would	help	raise	awareness	of	heart	conditions?	Share	
ideas	as	a	class.	

Finish	by	carrying	out	the	quiz	(see	Resource	sheet	5:	‘Are	you	fit	for	it	or	a	couch	potato?’	quiz).	

Key questions
•		How	easy	was	it	to	devise	simple	activities	to	
increase	your	heart	rate?

•		When	could	you	fit	activities	that	raise	your		
heart	rate	into	a	typical	school	day?	(eg,	before	
school,	at	school	and	on	the	walk	home	from	
school	etc.)

•		How	could	you	encourage	your	parents/other	
members	of	your	family	to	take	part	in	physical	
activity	each	day?	

•	Which	type	of	activities	would	they	like	best?

•	Which	activities	count	towards	the	60	minutes		
	 a	day	physical	activity	guide?

GROUP ACTIVITY 20/25 MINS
Explain	to	children	that	they	are	
going	to	work	in	groups	of	3/4	to	
devise	their	own	activities	which	
must	raise	their	own	heart	rates.	
Each	group	of	pupils	will	be	given:

	 •	6	cones

	 •	6	hoops

	 •	6	bean	bags.

Use	Resource	sheet	3:	teacher	
prompt	-	suggested	activity	

ideas	to	help	pupils	who	struggle	
to	think	of	their	own	activities.	
Children	will	record	their	own	
activity	ideas	on	Resource	sheet	
4a/b:	pupil	activity	record	sheet	
(explain	how	the	worksheet	should	
be	completed).	Once	activities	
have	been	discussed	and	decided,	
children	will	have	to	start	by	
taking	their	resting	heart	rate	for	
one	minute	(this	can	be	done	as	
a	whole	class)	so	that	they	have	

something	to	compare	their	results	
to.	(Explain to KS2 children how to 
measure their own heart beat for 15 
seconds, then multiply by 4 to find 
beats per minute.)

Children	can	then	try	out	the	
activities	they	have	devised	in	
their	groups.	After	each	activity	
has	been	carried	out,	they	
should	measure	their	heart	rates,	
recording	these	on	the	grid.

Key questions
•	What	does	a	fast	heart	rate	mean? •		Which	activity	made	your	heart	rate	increase	the	

most?	Why	do	you	think	this	is?



RESOURCE SHEET 1: heart image



RESOURCE SHEET 2: suggested activities

Reading a book Skipping 

Jumping up and down Shouting

Playing football Playing darts

Lying down Walking a dog

Watching a film Cleaning the house

Riding a bike Gardening

Walking up stairs Running uphill



RESOURCE SHEET 3: teacher prompt – suggested activity ideas

SHUTTLE RUN 
Arrange two cones 10m apart. Children run in the same direction around the cones.
 
HOOPLA 
Children simply spin the hoop around their waists.
 
BEAN BAG RELAY 
Children take one bean bag at a time to the hoop then run back. Repeat either on their 
own or in small groups until all bean bags are in the hoop. They then reverse this exercise 
by taking out the bean bags and replacing them back where they started from.
 
HOOP STEPPING 
Place six hoops together in twos for the children to jump in and out of.
 
BEAN BAG CATCH
Bean bag catching in pairs. Vary the distance the bean bag needs to be thrown.
 
SLALOM 
Set out a circuit made from cones or bean bags and allow the children to run in and out of 
them to the end and back.
 
SKIPPING
Skipping on the spot, or up and down the room, around the cones. 
 
TAG
In small groups, one child starts by running after the others and trying to ‘tag’ them. 
Whoever is ‘tagged’, has to chase and ‘tag’ the others.
 
SPEED BOUNCE
Children take a ball, stand with both feet together and thow the ball over a line as many 
times as they can in 20 seconds.
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RESOURCE SHEET 5: ‘Are you fit for it or a couch potato?’ quiz

Are	you	fit	for	it	or	a	couch	potato?	Find	out	with	our	quick	true	or	false	quiz.

1. Physical activity can be beneficial in small bursts of 10-15 mins.                  TRUE/FALSE

2. One of the best activities to stay healthy is walking.                                         TRUE/FALSE

3. Young people’s physical activity levels increase with age.   TRUE/FALSE

4. Being active when you are young can protect against     TRUE/FALSE 
  ill health when you are older.

5. Children and young people get all of the daily physical activity   TRUE/FALSE 
  they need at school.

 

Answers:  1=TRUE   2=TRUE   3=FALSE   4=TRUE   5=FALSE

British	Heart	Foundation	is	a	registered	Charity	No.	225971.	Registered	as	a	Company	limited	
by	guarantee	in	England	&	Wales	No.	699547.	Registered	office	at	Greater	London	House,	
180	Hampstead	Road,	London	NW1	7AW.	Registered	as	a	Charity	in	Scotland	No.	SC039426



Coronary	heart	disease	is	the	UK’s	single		
biggest	killer.

For	over	50	years	we’ve	pioneered	research	that’s	
transformed	the	lives	of	people	living	with	heart		
and	circulatory	conditions.	Our	work	has	been	
central	to	the	discoveries	of	vital	treatments	that	
are	changing	the	fight	against	heart	disease.

But	so	many	people	still	need	our	help.

From	babies	born	with	life-threatening		
heart	problems	to	the	many	Mums,	Dads	and	
Grandparents	who	survive	a	heart	attack		
and	endure	the	daily	battles	of	heart	failure.

Join	our	fight	for	every	heartbeat	in	the	UK.		
Every	pound	raised,	minute	of	your	time	and	
donation	to	our	shops	will	help	make	a		
difference	to	people’s	lives.

©British	Heart	Foundation	2013,	registered	charity	in	England	and	Wales	(225971)	and	in	Scotland	(SCO39426)



RAMP UP  
THE RED 
SECONDARY  
LESSON PLAN
Visit bhf.org.uk/red

FIGHT
FOR EVERY
HEARTBEAT



This is a standalone lesson to be delivered in 
conjunction with the British Heart Foundation’s  
(BHF) Ramp up the Red day held at your school.  
The lesson aims to provide guided self-reflection  
on the students’ own behaviours in order to identify 
areas of improvement against recommended  
healthy behaviours.

The lesson is designed for use in secondary schools, 

across Key Stages 3, 4 and 5. The questioning  
that should be used around the activities provides  
the greatest opportunities to differentiate the  
lesson to the needs of the pupils with which it  
is delivered. 

This lesson plan can be tailored to your class according 
to your Key Stage and class level. You can choose to 
do all or a portion of the activities listed. 

Method of assessment:
Peer assessment

Practical outcome

Question & answer

Self-assessment 

Task observation

LESSON CONTEXT AND KEY IDEAS:

Aims and objectives:  ATS

Must:

1. Identify individual actions to consume a more balanced diet.

2. Identify three physical activities that count as moderate or vigorous,  
 and can be completed every day.

3. Understand why they are taking part in Ramp up the Red.

Should:

1. Understand how to place each food/drink into the correct food/drink group.

2. Identify when and where these activities can be performed in a typical week.

3. Know the extent of heart disease in the UK.

Could:

1. Plan a day’s consumption of food and drink to be completely balanced.

2.  Produce a schedule of physical activity that fits into their daily lives.  
Identify opportunities to reduce sedentary behaviour.

3.  Act as an advocate for the BHF after participating in  
Ramp up the Red.



Resources: (including TA support)
PowerPoint presentation (optional)

Hand outs
Resource sheet 1: Consumption table 

Resource sheet 2: The eat-well plate

Resource sheet 3: Example consumption table

Resource sheet 4: Balanced diet

Resource sheet 5: Activity cards

Resource sheet 6: Diamond rank

Resource sheet 7: Weekly activity schedule 

Teaching strategies:

Audio

Brainstorming

Group discussion 

Learning skills:

Citizenship

Comprehension

Empathising

Information handling

ICT 

Listening

Map work

Numeracy

Observing

Practical investigation

Problem solving

Q & A

Oracy

Useful cross-curricular links 

Personal/social/spiritual/moral

Problem solving

Reading

Research skills

Writing

Other



Timing notes:
(Based on a year 10 class)

Activities in lesson: Planning/delivery 
notes/resources

Learning objectives:

•  Review your diet and identify changes in order  
to achieve a healthy balanced diet.

• Identify and plan 60 minutes of moderate or 
  vigorous physical activity a day.

•  Understand the importance of participating in 
fundraising for Ramp up the Red.

0-5mins

Ramp up the Red challenge: 

Starter task: 

What factors increase the chances of developing 
Coronary heart disease (CHD)? (the main ones 
are: smoking, high blood pressure, high blood 
cholesterol, physical inactivity, being overweight 
or obese, having diabetes, having a family history 
of CHD or stroke, gender – men are more likely to 
develop CHD at an earlier age than women, age and 
ethnic background).

Discuss that some of these factors are modifiable 
(e.g. smoking, high cholesterol, blood pressure) 
while others are not (e.g. your age, your ethnic 
background).

Explain that although there are some factors that 
you can’t do anything about, there are some things 
that you can do throughout your life to help protect 
your future heart health. As well as not smoking it’s 
important to make healthy choices in relation to 
your diet and how physically active you are. Every 
day we make decisions about how much activity we 
do and what and how much we eat, so these will be 
the focus for this lesson.

Identify three tasks which will help achieve a 
healthy heart:

1. Eating well
Learning objective: review your diet and identify 
changes to achieve a healthy balanced diet. 

2. Physical activity
Learning objective: identify and plan 60 minutes 
of moderate or vigorous physical activity a day to 
reduce sedentary behaviour.

3. Ramp up the Red
Learning objective:  to understand the significance 
of heart disease and the BHF’s work.

Can you achieve a healthy heart? 

Teacher to present an image of an outline of a heart 
split into three sections (as per the three lesson 
objectives mentioned above).



Timing notes:
(Based on a year 10 class)

Activities in lesson: Planning/delivery  
notes/resources

5-10mins

10-12mins

15-18mins

After each task is completed, a section of the 
heart is filled in to signify the task is complete  
and the objective has been met.

Main 1:

Teacher

Hand out ‘What did I consume yesterday’ sheet 
and ask pupils to note down everything they ate 
and drank the day before. 

NB: Separate the meals, ie, a sandwich – bread, 
chicken , salad, spreading fat. 

Pupils

Pupils to fill out the first column ‘Food or drink.’

Teacher

Teacher to present ‘Eat-well plate’ and identify the 
five different food groups and make a note of the 
different sizes of the different groups. We need 
to eat more of some foods and less of others. For 
fruit and vegetables, we have a minimum number 
of portions to achieve too, which is at least 5 per 
day. Teacher to model categorising each food on 
their list to the correct food group. 

Teacher models, using the example, how to 
calculate the percentage of each food group. 
Reinforce that this is not a precise tool to assess 
diet. The idea is to give an indication of the 
balance of food choice in the diet.

Pupils

Pupils assign each item on their list to one of the 
five food groups. Calculate the percentage of each 
food group to their total diet.

Teacher

Hand out the ‘Balanced diet’ sheet.

Resource sheet 1

Resource sheet 2

Resource sheet 3

For more information 
visit: nhs.uk/Livewell/
Goodfood/Pages/ 
eatwell-plate.aspx

Resource sheet 4



Timing notes:
(Based on a year 10 class)

Activities in lesson: Planning/delivery  
notes/resources

18-21mins

21-27mins

27-32mins

Pupils

Pupils to record their percentage on sheet and 
compare their ‘balanced diet’ against the ideal. 
Pupils must then suggest three amendments they 
could make to make their diet more balanced, 
and therefore healthier.

Teacher

Teacher to assess the changes through verbal 
feedback and circulation. 

Teacher to acknowledge pupils know how to 
achieve a healthy diet.

The first third of the class’s healthy heart is 
complete. 

Main 2:

Teacher

Q&A: Who can name a very physically active 
person (i.e. sports figure)? What benefits might 
they get from being physically active? Extract 
ideas through questioning. (i.e. feel happier, 
look better, feel stronger, social aspects, being 
healthier etc.) 

Teacher
Hand out ‘Activity cards’ and  
‘Diamond rank’ sheets.

Q&A: Identify the nine activities.

NB: These are separated into three types  
of activity; ‘light’, ‘moderate’ and ‘vigorous’  
physical activity. 

NB: The green boxed images are to represent  
the different types of vigorous physical activity  
for pupils to use as a guide.

Explain how to rank the cards: activities that 
pupils participate in most often at the top,  
least often at the bottom.

Pupils
Pupils to cut out nine cards and place on 
‘Diamond rank’ as instructed.

Teacher
Q&A: Ask pupils how many of their top three 
count as physical activity.

EXT: The amounts are not 
taken into consideration in 
the generic plan; however 
students could be given a 
similar task to do for home-
work that also records the 
number of grams in order 
to ascertain more accurately 
their balance. 

For more information 
visit: nhs.uk/Livewell/
Goodfood/Pages/ 
eatwell-plate.aspx

Resource sheet 5
Resource sheet 6

For more information  
visit bhf.org.uk/statistics



Timing notes:
(Based on a year 10 class)

Activities in lesson: Planning/delivery  
notes/resources

32-35mins

35-45mins

45-55mins

Pupils 

Pupils estimate the number of minutes a week 
they participate in each activity and record on the 
back of each card.

Teacher
Hand out ‘Weekly activity schedule’.

Ask pupils to record any other physical activities 
they do: how many minutes in a day? 

Is it moderate or vigorous? For example, 0 
= sedentary behaviour and 10 = maximum 
exhaustion.

How many minutes of moderate or vigorous 
physical activity do you have in total?

If you need more, think about ways you could 
turn sedentary behaviour, ie, sitting time, into 
physical activity?

Pupils

Pupils plan their weekly physical activity in chart.

Teacher

Teacher to acknowledge pupils know how to 
include moderate or vigorous physical activity 
into their weekly routine. 

The second part of the class’s healthy heart  
is complete.

Main 3:

Teacher

Tell the students about the BHF. Stress the 
importance of keeping a healthy heart using the 
statistics on CHD – the UK’s single biggest killer:

• The UK’s single biggest killer is CHD, caused  
by having an unhealthy heart.

 1 out of 6 men 

 1 out of 9 women 

• CHD is responsible for almost 74,000 deaths 
in the UK each year, an average of 200 people 
each day.

• There are nearly 2.3 million people living with 
CHD in the UK.

Resource sheet 7

For more information visit 
bhf.org.uk/statistics



Timing notes:
(Based on a year 10 class)

Activities in lesson: Planning/delivery  
notes/resources

55-60mins

• The BHF is the single biggest independent 
funder of cardiovascular research in the UK. 

• It fights for everybody who suffers with a 
heart problem – from babies born with heart 
defects, to the millions of adults affected by 
heart disease. 

• This is done through life-saving research. 

• Ramp up the Red is a fundraising event to raise 
money for the BHF to help protect the hearts 
of those they love.

• You are helping mums, dads, and grandparents 
affected by heart disease or babies born with 
heart problems by ramping up the red and 
joining the fight for every heartbeat.

Teacher

Ask pupils if they have achieved a ‘healthy heart’.

In order to reward a healthy heart, organise a peer 
assessment of partner’s work. Have they;

• Identified three changes to eating a more 
balanced diet.

• Planned for 60 minutes of moderate or 
vigorous physical activity a day.

• Understood the reasons why they are 
participating in Ramp up the Red.

Peer assessment

British Heart Foundation is a registered Charity No. 225971. Registered as a Company limited 
by guarantee in England & Wales No. 699547. Registered office at Greater London House, 
180 Hampstead Road, London NW1 7AW. Registered as a Charity in Scotland No. SC039426



Coronary heart disease is the UK’s single  
biggest killer.

For over 50 years we’ve pioneered research that’s 
transformed the lives of people living with heart  
and circulatory conditions. Our work has been 
central to the discoveries of vital treatments that 
are changing the fight against heart disease.

But so many people still need our help.

From babies born with life-threatening  
heart problems to the many Mums, Dads and 
Grandparents who survive a heart attack  
and endure the daily battles of heart failure.

Join our fight for every heartbeat in the UK.  
Every pound raised, minute of your time and 
donation to our shops will help make a  
difference to people’s lives.

©British Heart Foundation 2013, registered charity in England and Wales (225971) and in Scotland (SCO39426)



 
 



 
 



 
 

Cereal Starchy foods 

Milk Dairy 

Bread Starchy foods 

Ham Protein 

Lettuce Fruit and veg 

Mayonnaise Fats and sugars 

Chicken Protein 

Carrots Fruit and veg 

Rice  Starchy foods 

Cucumber Fruit and veg 
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